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Abstract—This paper presents a free Japanese singing-voice corpus that can be used for highly applicable singing-voice synthesis research. A singing-voice corpus helps develop singing-voice synthesis, but existing corpora have two critical problems: data imbalance (i.e., singing-voice corpora do not guarantee phoneme balance, unlike speaking-voice corpora) and copyright issues (i.e., cannot legally share data). To avoid these problems, we constructed a phoneme-balanced Japanese singing-voice (PJS) corpus that guarantees phoneme balance and is licensed with CC BY-SA 4.0, and we composed melodies using a phoneme-balanced speaking-voice corpus. Furthermore, to temporally align phoneme sequences with speech feature sequences, we compare three alignment methods: Viterbi alignment of hidden Markov models, dynamic time warping using a synthesized voice, and statistical voice conversion. Experimental results demonstrate that 1) our corpus contains more unique monophones and diphones than an existing corpus, and 2) the voice-conversion–based method provides the most accurate alignment.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the recent developments in deep learning and signal processing, we can now synthesize high-quality singing voices. Various deep learning architectures have been utilized (e.g., feed-forward [1], recurrent [2], sequence-to-sequence [3] and auto-regressive types [4]), and many products have been launched (e.g., Sinsy [5], NEUTRINO [6], and Synthesizer V [7]).

Freely available singing-voice corpora contribute to applicable and reproducible singing-voice synthesis research. Corpora are being developed in many languages (e.g., Chinese [8], English [9], etc. [10]). The leading Japanese corpus, the large RWC Music Database [11], [12], was developed 15 years ago. While the RWC corpus was designed for more general use in music information research, the recently developed Tohoku Kiritan database (hereinafter called “Kiritan”) [13], HTS demo [14], and JVS-MuSiC [15] were designed for singing-voice synthesis. Some open-source codes already support building singing-voice synthesis using these corpora, and we expect these corpora to continue to contribute. However, existing corpora have two critical problems: data imbalance and copyright issues. The former means that existing corpora do not guarantee phoneme balance (unlike speaking-voice corpora); since phonemes are discrete symbols of linguistic content, synthesizers trained using a phoneme-imbalance corpus lose significant intelligibility of the synthesized singing voice. The latter means that we cannot legally share data. Namely, a third party cannot distribute expanded and modified corpus data. This paper describes the construction of a phoneme-balanced singing-voice corpus named the “phoneme-balanced Japanese singing-voice corpus” (PJS). Our corpus contributes the following:

Phoneme-balanced: Using the Voice Actress Corpus [16], a phoneme-balanced speaking-voice corpus, we composed melodies for 100 sentences. As demonstrated in Section III, our corpus contains rare diphones that are not included in the existing corpora.

CC BY-SA 4.0 license: All the data in our corpus is licensed with CC BY-SA 4.0. Therefore, redistribution, remixing, and transformation of our corpus is permitted for any purpose (e.g., research and commercial use), unlike existing corpora [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14].

Singing and speaking voices: We recorded both singing voices and parallel speaking voices. This paired data contributes to speaking-singing research (e.g., [17]).

Descriptions of compositions: We noted descriptions of melody compositions. These descriptions contribute to natural-language–based music information research.

Availability online: Our corpus can be freely downloaded from our project page [18].

Furthermore, we explore a method of obtaining phoneme-voice alignment. Since singing-voice systems often use the phoneme-voice alignment [19], [20], better alignment helps build better-quality systems. We compare three methods: hidden Markov models (HMMs), dynamic time warping (DTW) using a synthesized voice, and statistical voice conversion. The first one is typically performed for speaking voices [21], the second one is ours we propose in this paper, and the third one is a combination of our method and Kotani’s work [22]. Experimental results demonstrate that 1) our corpus contains more unique monophones and diphones than an existing corpus, and 2) the voice-conversion–based method provides the most accurate alignment.
II. CORPUS CONSTRUCTION

This section describes how we design, compose, and record for the PJS corpus.

A. Directory structure

Here, we list the directory structure of our corpus. [SENTENCE_ID] in directory PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID] is the sentence ID of the original speaking-voice corpus [16].

- PJS100_001
  - PJS100_001_song.wav
  - PJS100_001_speech.wav
  - PJS100_001.mid
  - PJS100_001.xml
  - PJS100_001.lab
  - PJS100_001.txt
- PJS100_002
- ...
- PJS100_100

The directory PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID] consists of the following files:

- PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID]_song.wav: singing voice we composed using a sentence from the phoneme-balanced speaking-voice corpus [16] as the lyric
- PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID]_speech.wav: speaking voice that utters a sentence from the phoneme-balanced speaking-voice corpus [16]
- PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID].mid: MIDI file we used as the guide melody during recording
- PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID].xml: musicXML file that describes musical note information
- PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID].txt: musical information that songs use (e.g., genre, scale, artist, etc.)

We composed and recorded 100 phoneme-balanced sentences [16]. The following sections describe the composition and recording conditions.

B. Composition conditions

A native Japanese male in his twenties composed all the songs. He is not a professional composer but has work experience using his singing, composing, and recording skills. He composed melodies within his range using each of the phoneme-balanced sentences. In addition, he composed the melodies to follow the pitch accents of the lyrics as much as possible in his compositions. Japanese is a pitch-accent language that changes the meaning of words by accents, and the accents should be considered for composing natural Japanese songs [23]. The musical notes he composed were written in PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID].xml. He composed a variety of melodies (based on genre, scale, etc.). Descriptions of the compositions were written in PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID].txt. He also made a MIDI file (PJS100_[SENTENCE_ID].xml) of the composed melody to guide the recording described below.

C. Recording conditions

The composer was also the singer. While listening to the guide melody generated from the MIDI file, he recorded his singing voice so that his pitch and tempo would be as in sync with the guide as possible. To avoid the proximity effect of the microphone, we let him maintain 15 cm between the microphone and his mouth. The recording environment was a simple soundproof room in which we attached sound-absorbing materials to the walls. The recording environment was not an anechoic chamber, so we recorded 15-second background noise each recording day for noise reduction after the recording. We used a Lewitt LCT 441 FLEX (cardioid mode) [24] microphone, a JZ MICROPHONES Pop Filter [25] windscreens, and an RME Fireface UCX [26] audio interface.

We also let him record his speaking voice in the same manner. We saved the singing and speaking voices in the 48 kHz-sample, 24 bit-encoded RIFF WAV format.

D. Phoneme-voice alignment

Because singing-voice synthesis typically uses explicit temporal alignments (unlike end-to-end text-to-speech synthesis), we also made a temporal alignment between a singing voice and a phoneme sequence [27], [28]. While manual annotation is promising, it requires human annotators experienced in finding phoneme boundaries. A well-known automatic way for speaking voices is the Viterbi alignment based on phoneme-dependent HMMs [29]. The HMMs are trained using pairs of phoneme sequences and speech features, and the Viterbi path becomes a temporal alignment. While it works for speaking voices, it does not work for singing voices because singing voices have a strong dependency on monophones and other contexts [30].

To solve the above problem, we propose two alternative methods. The first method is using an existing singing-voice synthesis system (e.g., NEUTRINO [6]) to synthesize a singing voice from the musical notes (including phoneme labels) of our PJS corpus. Since the phoneme labels and the synthesized voice are temporally aligned, we align the phoneme labels and the recorded voices with the DTW between the synthesized voice and recorded singing voice. The second method is an extended version of the first. Since the speakers differ between the synthesized voices and the recorded voices, both the phonetic information and the speaker identities affect the alignment obtained by DTW. To reduce the speaker effect, we introduce statistical voice conversion during DTW [31]. First, we obtain the temporal alignment between the synthesized and the recorded voices as described in the above. Then, we use the aligned voices to train a statistical voice conversion model (e.g., Gaussian mixture model [32], [33]) and convert the speaker identity of the synthesized voice to that of the recorded voice. Finally, we take the DTW between the converted voice and recorded voice. Since this method solves the speaker identity problem, we expect the alignment to be more accurate. We can iterate DTW and voice conversion to improve the accuracy further, but we drive them only once, following Kotani’s result [22].
III. CORPUS SPECIFICATIONS

A. Data statistics

The data size of the singing voice was larger than that of the speaking voice. The recording of the singing voice was 27.20 minutes long (18.68 minutes in voiced segments), and the recording of the speaking voice was 12.09 minutes long. Therefore, texts were shared between the singing voices and the speaking voices, but the duration of the singing voice was longer than that of speaking voice. This is consistent with existing work [17].

Figure 1 shows histograms of the keys of our corpus, and Figure 2 shows histograms of the tempos of our corpus. As Figure 1 shows, the tonics are well-balanced, while there are fewer songs in minor keys than in major keys. Moreover, as Figure 2 shows, the tempos are distributed in a range between 80 to 160 beats per minute (BPM), indicating that this corpus may be unsuitable for synthesizing songs with extremely slow or fast tempos or in a minor key.

B. Phoneme balance and note intervals

In this section, we evaluate phonemes in our PJS corpus. Furthermore, we evaluate note intervals. For the comparison, we used Kiritan [13], one of the largest Japanese singing-voice corpora.

Table I lists the number of unique monophones and diphones in the corpora. Our corpus contains more unique phonemes and diphones than the Kiritan database does. Figure 3 shows note-interval histograms of two corpora. The PJS has heavier tails than the Kiritan, indicating that the melodies in our corpus have more variable note intervals than the Kiritan does.

C. Music score analysis: case study

Japanese songs typically use one musical note per Japanese syllable but not always. Figure 4 is an example of such an exception, PJS100_001.xml. The multisyllabic notes to-o-ji and myo-o-o-o can be found on the first and second musical bars, respectively, where “-” indicates the syllable boundary. This means special processes (e.g., copying notes to each syllable [30]) are needed to train singing-voice synthesis systems.

D. Comparison of alignment methods

We evaluate the alignment accuracy of the following methods.

- HMM: Viterbi alignment of monophone-dependent five-state HMMs (1st paragraph in Section II-D)
- DTW: DTW between NEUTRINO-synthesized voices and recorded voices (1st half of 2nd paragraph in Section II-D)
- DTW+VC: DTW with voice conversion from a NEUTRINO-synthesized voice to a recorded voice (2nd paragraph in Section II-D)
TABLE II
SEPATION METRIC OF ALIGNMENT METHODS. HIGHER IS BETTER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Separation metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMM</td>
<td>36.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW (ours)</td>
<td>46.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTW-VC (ours)</td>
<td>49.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

half of 2nd paragraph in Section II-D)

Low-dimensional mel-cepstral coefficients were used as speech features. Since the reference alignment was unobservable, we could not calculate the distance between the reference and the resulting alignments (e.g., mean squared error between phoneme boundaries). Therefore, first, we segmented speech features following the resulting alignment, and we calculated a separation metric $R$ defined as

$$ R = \frac{1}{D} \sum_{d=1}^{D} \frac{\omega_p^d (\mu_p^d - \mu_d^d)^2}{\sum_p \omega_p^d \sigma_p^d \sigma_p^d}. $$

The subscript $p$ indicates a phoneme label, $d$ is a dimension index of a $D$-dimensional speech feature, $\mu_p^d$ is the mean, and $\sigma_p^d$ is the standard deviation. $\omega_p^d$ is the amount ratio of phoneme $p$: the number of frames of phoneme $p$ divided by the total number of frames. These values are calculated from $d$-th dimension of speech features segmented following the resulting alignment. $\mu_d^d$ is the global mean calculated from the whole of speech features. The $R$ can quantify the degree of separation of phonemes. When the resulting alignment can segment speech features for each phoneme accurately, intra-phoneme standard deviation (i.e., $\sigma_p^d$) becomes smaller, and $R$ becomes larger.

Table II lists the results. “HMM” has the worst score, our proposed “DTW” has a better score, and “DTW+VC” has the best score. These results indicate that, 1) for singing voices, our DTW-based alignment is superior to HMM-based alignment (typically used for speaking voices) and 2) solving a speaker identity problem with voice conversion can enhance the performance.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the PJS corpus, a freely available phoneme-balanced Japanese singing-voice corpus. We confirmed the phoneme balance in our corpus by composing music based on a phoneme-balanced speaking-voice corpus. Our corpus consists of singing-voice data, parallel speaking-voice data, and the musical information that songs use. The result of the analysis indicated that our corpus was musically and phonetically well-balanced. Therefore, our corpus can contribute to research areas beyond singing-voice synthesis. Furthermore, we explored phoneme alignment methods and demonstrated that our method combined with DTW and voice conversion achieved the best accuracy. In our future work, we will add a variety of singing styles, such as falsetto and growl voices.

The PJS corpus is available on our project page [18]. All the data is licensed with the CC BY-SA 4.0 license.
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